WINTER 2014-2015 Britain & Ireland (and implications for Europe):-

Piers Corbyn Says Met Office Winter Forecast 2014-15 is "Foolish babble from deluded charlatans and should be ignored absolutely".

"All the Met Office warnings of extreme winter or summer seasons since 2007 have been the opposite to what took place - recall the 'BBQ'/fine summers which turned out as floods (2007, 2008, 2009, 2012) or the mild near-snow-free winters (in line with Co2 warmist catechism) for 2009-10 and 2010-11 which in reality had record cold and snow - and so the list goes on", said Piers at WeatherAction's London Bridge Office 12th Nov.

"The problem for the public is that because this cabal of charlatans (as far as long range forecasts go) are shoveled so much money from the public purse they feel a need to say something. In reality the public are being robbed to be misled and the recent abominable announcement of £97Million on more Met Office super-computing means the public will be misled faster.

In terms of the actual MO forecast we must first be clear that whatever they say has no statistical merit or in their case they have a record of negative skill (whereas WeatherAction has a proven success record and got all the extremes listed above correct for example).

For this particular winter the "milder (at least till New Year)-wetter and windier than normal" prognosis has we would estimate only a 5% chance of being confirmed.

Weather Action is 95% confident that the MetO forecast will fail.

The winter extra money to NHS will not be enough. Govt reliance on #MetOffice misguided Co2-warmist-nonsense 'Forecasts' will cause more suffering and deaths which could be avoided if politicians had the guts to lance the boil of the #Co2Con.

One must ask is the Govt using MetOffice forecasts to advise on how much extra cash the NHS needs this winter, and if so WHY?

We wish we had the public funding to release our forecasts for free. We cannot do that, nevertheless we are now releasing:-

The whole winter package of all winter months forecasts for Britain + Ireland now and all updates of more detail as they are issued for only £90, a 55% reduction (see below).

The reasons why the Met Office long-range prognoses will continue to fail and the BBC will never have an honest informed scientific debate involving WeatherAction on the matter is:-

(i) They are tied to the CO2 warmist view of weather which can never accept solar activity drives it, so hey are unable to even consider what is needed to put forecasts right in medium and long range.

(ii) Their back-data and models are warped by CO2 warmism and data fraud and cannot cope with the wild Jet Stream behaviour now dominating world circulation and which will continue for two more decades as the world goes further into 'Mini-Ice-Age' type circulation. The wild Jet Stream behaviour is understood and was predicted by WeatherAction but is completely 'out of the box' as far as standard meteorology and Co2 delusional warmism is concerned.

(iii) The BBC will suppress honest debate on the matter because they are wedded to CO2 warmism and support for the Govt and BigOil desire to have a high energy price economy which subsidises stupid money-wasting activity such as windfarms.

Link:  http://www.telegraph.co.uk/topics/weather/11220184/Met-Office-says-winter-will-be-wetter-and-windier-than-usual.html